Dear Governor Youngkin:

On behalf of the Southern Poverty Law Center, we are writing to express deep concerns about your appointment of Ann Hunter McLean to Virginia’s Board of Historic Resources. We urge you to reconsider and rescind this appointment.

Established in 1971, the SPLC has been tireless in identifying and rooting out extremist groups to create a fair, inclusive, and unified nation. We are a nonprofit advocacy organization serving as a catalyst for racial justice throughout the South. We work in partnership with communities of color to dismantle white supremacy, strengthen intersectional movements through transformative policies and initiatives, and advance human rights of all people. Since 2016, our Whose Heritage? project has contributed to these goals by mapping and tracking data on Confederate memorials to help communities identify and remove these symbols of hate. Our historians and research analysts have documented the more than 2,000 memorials in the United States today valorizing a secessionist government that waged war to preserve white supremacy and the enslavement of millions of people.

McLean should know exactly what Confederate memorials are designed to commemorate, as well as their current divisive impact on communities. In her 1998 dissertation, she wrote that the monuments on Richmond’s Monument Avenue “reveal the dominance of a white, patriarchal, Protestant society and women’s willingness to uphold that societal norm.”¹ She also acknowledged that Black communities “viewed the statues and memorials differently” and noted then that the Lee monument in Richmond “reminds some in society of the open wound of racism.”² Her knowledge of the what the monuments meant and how they are interpreted undermine her more recent justifications for the preservation of these symbols of hate and white supremacy.

In more recent statements, McLean mischaracterized the contemporary Confederate memorial debate, describing Confederate monuments as pieces of “fine art.”³ While some Confederate memorials were commissioned by well-known artists, many Confederate monuments were mass produced.⁴ Describing Confederate monuments as fine art threatens to divert attention away from the actual reasons these memorials were erected and how historically underrepresented communities interpret them today.

---

² Ibid., 3-4.
Moreover, academic historians have disproven McLean’s belief that “these statues were built to tell the true story of the American South.” The actual story these monuments tell completely erases the role that slavery played in the Civil War. By disregarding what established experts say on the topic, McLean demonstrates she is not qualified to hold this position.

Finally, it is deeply concerning that your appointee has trafficked in the language of the Lost Cause. McLean has suggested that the Civil War was fought over the “sovereignty of each state and constitutional law.” This is demonstrably false. The Civil War was fought over slavery. Her unabashed and unapologetic use of the Lost Cause ideology should be disqualifying for an individual charged with helping to promote “the stewardship and use of Virginia’s significant architectural, archaeological, and historic resources as valuable assets for the economic, educational, social, and cultural benefit of citizens and communities.”

We urge you to reconsider McLean’s appointment. We are confident that there are many Virginia historians who would better represent the state through their commitment to telling accurate and honest histories. The stakes are high – misrepresenting our past to promote false narratives that roll back decades of racial justice efforts is a disservice to the mission of the Board of Historic Resources. Virginia can and must do better.

May we hear from you on this matter?

Sincerely,

LaShawn Warren     Kimberly Probolus
Chief Policy Officer      Senior Research Analyst